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Previously, we have used an anthropomorphic chest phantom to study scatter reduction in digital
chest radiography. Image metrics, such as scatter fractions, contrast, noise, and resolution, are not
easily measured due to the anatomical structure in the phantom. A geometric chest phantom,
recently developed for quality control purposes, offers the possibility of being used to calculate
image quality measurements. Here, we compare the scatter properties of the two phantoms to
determine if the geometric phantom can be used in our studies of scatter compensation techniques.
A calibrated photostimulable phosphor system was used to acquire images of the two phantoms. An
array of beam stops was placed in front of each phantom to calculate scatter fractions. Each
phantom had approximately 2 in. of polystyrene material added to the posterior to increase scatter
fractions to those normally seen in patients. Exposure parameters were 300 mA for 0.009 sec with
a source to image distance of 100 cm. Energies were varied from 60 to 130 kVp. Scatter fractions
were determined for different areas of anatomy for each energy and each phantom. For all energies
examined, the two phantoms compare well for scatter fractions in each of six regions. For example,
at 95 kVp, the geometric phantom had average scatter fractions of 0.72 and 0.88 in the lung and
mediastinum regions, respectively. These values were 0.74 and 0.90 for the anatomic phantom. For
comparison, measurements of scatter fractions in patients at these values have been reported as 0.65
and 0.90 for the lung and mediastinum regions. The geometric phantom is an excellent tool which
can be used in place of the anthropomorphic phantom for studies involving scatter compensation. In
addition to having a gray level histogram typical of a human chest, this phantom has uniform
regions where image quality measurements can be calculated. ©2000 American Association of
Physicists in Medicine.@S0094-2405~00!00405-3#
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INTRODUCTION

Image processing algorithms for improving image quality
chest radiographs are rapidly becoming feasible with the
vent of digital image acquisition systems. Some of the m
advanced algorithms use measurements from the imag
determine operating parameters used in the processing.
dependence of these algorithms on image content requ
that any images used for testing or evaluation have gray l
properties and attenuations similar to patient images. Im
metrics, such as contrast and noise, can be used to eva
the performance of these algorithms. These measurem
however, require either uniform regions within the object
multiple exposures with perfect registration to remo
anatomy. Neither of these requirements is usually met w
patient images, so phantoms are needed. While human
chest phantoms can be used to give the proper gray l
histogram, they have anatomy in them and would requ
registration to make such measurements. The use of
wedges or simple polystyrene phantoms is problematic
they will cause the imaging system to behave differently th
when given a chestlike image.

The recent development of a geometric chest phan
~Nuclear Associates, Carle Place, NY! for quality control
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purposes1 provides some hope of having an easier mean
calculate image quality measurements. This geometric ph
tom is designed to produce images similar in attenuation
gray level properties to a normal patient chest radiograph
as to cause the imaging systems or image processing a
rithm to response normally; however, it also contains ima
components that can be used to calculate image me
readily.

For this investigation, we chose to investigate and co
pare the scatter fraction properties of the two phantoms
determine if the new geometric phantom could be used
our studies of scatter reduction algorithms. More imp
tantly, the phantom results were also compared to our la
previous measurements2 of patient data to determine if the
are suitable to simulate patient chest radiographs.

METHOD

Chest phantom descriptions

Anthropomorphic phantom

The anthropomorphic chest phantom that has been use
the past for our measurements is constructed of acrylic st
tures embedded with actual body parts. A set of human
894…Õ894Õ4Õ$17.00 © 2000 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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FIG. 1. Average scatter fractions~SF! across anatomic regions for~a! 60 and~b! 130 kVp. Average SF are shown for the geometric~white solid! and anatomic
~gray solid! phantoms. The error bars represent the standard deviation for that region. The figure shows a sampling of the data collected. Complete
available from the author.
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and spine have been embedded into the phantom, along
a set of dog lungs. The phantom uses polyurethane to m
the soft tissue in the chest.

Geometric phantom

The recently developed geometric phantom is construc
from sheets of aluminum, copper, and acrylic. These mat
als were arranged to produce a radiographic image simila
that of a patient. Multiple test objects were also embedde
the phantom to allow for easy measurements of image q
ity metrics. Contrast detail regions are included which co
tain a 535 matrix of copper disks. Each row of disks has le
contrast from right to left and each column has less diam
~6 to 0.5 mm! from top to bottom. The phantom has three
these contrast detail regions, one each in the following
gions: lung, mediastinum, and abdomen. A flat region is
the image for simple measurements of image optical den
at that point. Also embedded in the phantom in the lu
region is a single spatial resolution test pattern, which ran
from 2.3 line pair per millimeter~LP/mm! to 5.0 LP/mm.

Method

A calibrated photostimulable phosphor x-ray imaging s
tem ~PPS! ~Philips Computed Radiography Model 901: Ph
ips Medical Imaging of North America, Shelton, CT! was
used to acquire images of the two phantoms. An array
beam stops~14 by 16! was placed in front of each phanto
to calculate scatter fractions. Each phantom had appr
mately 2 in. of polystyrene material added to the posterio
increase scatter fractions to those normally seen in patie
Exposure parameters were 300 mA for 0.009 sec wit
source to image distance of 100 cm. Energies were va
from 60 to 130 kVp. No grid or air gap was used to redu
the scatter content in the acquired image. Each image
divided up into six regions of anatomy. Average scatter fr
tions were determined for the six different regions
anatomy for each energy and each phantom. The values
the two phantoms were compared and students’ t-tests w
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 5, May 2000
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performed to determine if the values came from differe
distributions. These values were also compared to previo
published results2 of scatter fractions made in patients.

Image acquisition

Digital images were acquired using a PPS, which h
previously been evaluated for exposure3 and scatter fraction4

measurements. Exposures were made at several kV and
mAs on Type V imaging plates. Imaging plates were 36343
cm and were sampled at 176032140 square pixels~0.2 mm/
pixel side!. Each image was obtained using an anterior p
terior ~AP! view with a beam stop array~14 by 16! placed
just anterior to the phantom to obtain 224 equally spaced~25
mm! scatter measurements. Each image was processed i
PPS system using a fixed speed~200! and latitude~4 de-
cades! to facilitate ease of conversion of the digital images
calibrated3 values of exposure incident on the imaging dete
tor. The images were then transferred to an image proces
system. The 176031240 pixel images were truncated in on
dimension and padded in the other to create a 204832048
pixel image. Images were then resampled to 102431024~0.4
mm/pixel side! by averaging adjacent pixels. The full 10-b
intensity resolution was maintained throughout this pro
dure. Once in this format, each pixel value was converted
a floating point value that corresponded to the energy flue
absorbed by the detector at that point.

Measurements

Scatter fractions~SF! were determined at each visibl
beam stop on the chest radiograph. SFs were calculate
the ratio of the average energy fluence absorbed by the
tector behind a beam stop to the average fluence directly
to the beam stop. A region of interest of 838 pixels was used
to determine each measurement on the 102431024 image.
Scatter fractions for each of the six anatomical regions w
determined by averaging the scatter fraction values
could be determined for that region.
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FIG. 2. Comparison of average scatte
fractions~SF! at 95 kVp. Average SF
are shown for the geometric phantom
~white solid!, the anatomic phantom
~gray solid!, and patient data~striped!.
The error bars represent the percent e
ror for that region.
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RESULTS

Figure 1 shows a comparison of average scatter fract
across anatomic regions for~a! 60 and~b! 130 kVp. Results
are shown for the geometric~white! and anatomic~gray!
phantoms. The error bars represent the standard deviatio
the measurements in that region. The figure presented
shows a sampling of the data collected~60, 80, 95, 100, 120
and 130 kVp!. Complete results are available from the a
thor. SFs were measured in the following anatomical
gions: abdomen~abd!, mediastinum, lung region directl
over ribs~rib!, lucent lung~lung!, retrocardia~heart!, and the
region behind both the heart and spine~heart/spine!. The
complete results show that the two phantoms show g
agreement in each region at each energy level. Percent
values, calculated as@abs~geometric-anatomic!/anatomic#,
were under 5% in all regions except the abdomen and ce
portion of the mediastinum, where they were 5.6% and 6.4
respectively.

Students’ t-tests were performed on the measuremen
each of the regions~six! and each of the energies~six! to
determine if the two sets of measurements are different
the 95% confidence interval, 9 out of the 36 cases ha
statistically significant difference.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of SFs at 95 kVp for
geometric phantom~white!, the anatomic phantom~gray!,
and patient data~striped!. The error bars represent the pe
cent error within that region. These numerical values
shown in Table I. The numbers shown in parentheses un
the patient data in the table are the range of values for e
region seen within the 102 patients measured. The num
shown in parentheses under the phantom data are the pe
errors for that phantom in that region.

To compare with previous data on humans by Flo
et al., the beam stop locations were grouped into four a
tomical regions. The region names used previously
shown in parenthesis. At 95 kVp, the geometric phantom
average scatter fractions of 0.72 and 0.88 in the lung
mediastinum~average of the retrocardia and the superior a
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 5, May 2000
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inferior mediastinum! regions, respectively. These value
were 0.74 and 0.90 for the anatomic phantom. For comp
son, measurements of average scatter fractions in pat
have been reported as 0.65 and 0.90 for the lung and m
astinum regions.

Figure 3 shows a sample radiographic image of the g
metric phantom acquired with the beam stop array used
calculating scatter fractions. Each beam stop has been n
bered and shows the associated measured scatter fractio
that beam stop. Areas of the geometric phantom used
image measurements are seen.

DISCUSSION

The data shown in Fig. 1 show excellent agreement
scatter fraction measurements between the two types of c
phantoms. Even though there are small systematic error
the measurement of scatter fractions, as presented here
may slightly alter their absolute values, these errors wo
have the same relative impact on the data for each of
different phantoms and the patient data, so comparisons
still valid. There is little change in SFs as energies~kVp!
change for these phantoms, as well. This behavior dem

TABLE I. Comparison of scatter fraction measurements. A comparison
average scatter fractions across an anatomic region is given for the geo
ric phantom, the anatomic phantom, and the patient data. The num
shown in parentheses uner the patient data are the range of scatter fra
values seen within the 102 patients measured. The numbers shown i
rentheses under the phantom data are the percent errors for that phan

Region Patient data Geometric Anatomic

Lung 0.65 ~0.46–0.91! 0.72 ~.007! 0.74 ~.022!
Mediastinum 0.87~0.72–0.95! 0.90 ~.018! 0.91 ~.018!
~superior!
Heart 0.89~0.78–0.99! 0.81 ~.008! 0.84 ~.017!
~retrocardia!
Heart/spine 0.95~0.83–1.! 0.94 ~.009! 0.95 ~.010!
~inferior mediastinum!
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strates that these phantoms can be used over a wide ran
energies and still provide equivalent scatter levels. Ther
good agreement between the two phantoms in each anat
region, with all results having under 6.4% error. Data we
obtained from the literature to compare these two experim
tal phantoms to the human chest.

Results from the students’ t-text show that 75% of t
comparisons~six regions and six energies! do not show sig-
nificant differences at the 95% confidence interval. All of t
nine measurements that do show significant difference at
level have fewer than eight data points to determine the
tistics. The inaccuracy of having so few data points may
leading to false statistical results.

FIG. 3. Example of radiographic image of the geometric phantom.
Medical Physics, Vol. 27, No. 5, May 2000
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Table I and Fig. 2 show that there is good agreem
between the measured SF in the phantoms and in the
mans. The lung region has 10.8% error between the geo
ric phantom and the patient data, while this value is un
3.4% for the mediastinum. While in some regions there
differences greater than 10% between the geometric phan
and the patient data, of more practical importance is that
scatter fractions measured for the geometric phantom
well within the range seen in the patient data~shown in the
table!.

The geometric phantom is an excellent tool which can
used in place of the anthropomorphic phantom. The app
of this phantom is that it has regions where image qua
measurements can be calculated from a single image.
geometric phantom also compares well enough to pat
data to be used in scatter studies in chest radiography.
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